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1. Introduction 
 

This document consists of a brief description of the functional requirements essential to 

operation of a train monitoring system. This system will control and monitor multiple function 

of a subway train cart and be able to relay information between the conductor and the 

passengers of the train. The control system monitors events that are essential to the safety 

and wellbeing of the passengers as well as the smooth operation of the subway cart while in 

motion and at the station. Also, the system is able to monitor for abnormal events such as a 

door opening while the train is in motion, or the emergency lever is pulled down.  

 

As a team, the most efficient and simple way to realize the requirements stated above were 

discussed and then the design has begun while keeping in mind the safety and comfort of the 

passengers. To achieve that, a list of functional requirements and error detection signals has 

been created and will elaborate and explain each one of them in the next section.  Following 

that will be the implementation methods as well as a list of hardware and software that are 

needed to successfully model this design. This section explains as well each individual 

component used as well as the software, such as an operating system and programming 

languages that are required to implement that design. 
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2.  Functional requirements and error detection 

 

FR .1: “System is able to send status feedback of the train’s current activity at all times”  

 

To initiate and synchronize the opening and closing of train doors, the system must be able to 
inform the driver at all times the status of the train’s status quo whether it is a) in motion or 
b) stationary. The “train_in_motion” signal is HIGH when the train is mobile, and set LOW 
when the train is at a complete stop. One important circumstance when the 
“train_in_motion” signal is set to LOW is when the train successfully arrives at a station. This 
signal is triggered externally by an emitter placed at each station. 
 
 
Signals involved to microcontroller: train_in_motion, approach_station 

 

FR.2: Speed and Motion System 

 

Speed and motion system allows the driver to initiate the movement of the train by sending 

out “start_move” signal. When this signal is high, the train will send out the signal 

“train_in_motion” signal to the controller to signal that it is moving (refer FR.1). This system 

also allows user to control the driving speed. However, the emergency break has an override 

priority on the acceleration. Therefore, when “emergency” signal is HIGH (refer FR.7), even 

when the “start_move” is HIGH, the “train_in_motion” will remain LOW. 

 

 

Input signal(s): start_move 

Output signal(s): train_in_motion 

 

FR.3: “Open and closing of doors is done at command with safe priority system established” 

 

The conductor should have full control in the event of opening and closing of doors. Two 
appropriate signals “door_open” and “door_close” are connected to an external hardware 
interface, like a button where the conductor can press to send these signals.  These signals 
can only be sent if the train_in_motion signal is LOW i.e. when the train is at a complete 
stop. One exception is in the circumstance where “emergency” signal is detected. 

Since signals are sent via an external interface, the “door-close” signal has a higher priority 
than the “door_open” signal. This is designed as such to minimize danger upon the passengers 
during the event of human error of pressing the “door_open” button and the “door_close” 
button at the same time. By doing this, the door remains closed until the decision to open 
doors is executed in a conscious and deliberate manner. 
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For robustness, the priority system of open and close doors can be demonstrated as follows: 

train_in_motion door_open door_close DOORS ACTION 
LOW 0 0 LOCK 
LOW 0 1 CLOSE 
LOW 1 0 OPEN 
LOW 1 1 CLOSE 
HIGH 0 0 LOCK 
HIGH 0 1 CLOSE 
HIGH 1 0 CLOSE 
HIGH 1 1 CLOSE 

Table 2.1: The priority logic of open/close doors operation 

 
Doors action of “open” and “close” stated here will refer to only one side of the doors being 
open or close. For more information on this function, refer to FR.4.  

For further information on “door lock” action, see FR.6. 

 
Input signal(s): door_close, door_open, train_in_motion 

Output signal(s): door_lock, all_right_open, all_left_open 

 

FR.4: “Determining and dictating the sides of the doors to be opened/closed upon arrival at a 

station” 
 

When the train arrived at a particular station, the doors should be opened at the correct side 

in order to ensure the passengers safety. Before arriving at the station, the train will receive 

command “right_side” or “left_side” from the control tower which dictates the correct 

position of the doors to be opened. These signals determine the output signals to be either 

“all_right_open” or “all_left_open”. See FR.5 for further information on these output signals. 

 
Input signal(s):  right_side, left_side 

Output signal(s): all_right_open, all_left_open 

 

FR.5: “Doors are synchronized when closed/opened” 

 

All the doors on the right and left of the train should close and open in sync. To monitor the 

doors, one places a sensor to detect whether the doors are opened or closed. Sensor status 

from all doors is connected to ONE global control line. The control lines are connected to one 

AND gate and a NOR gate to output a global signal “all_right_open” or “all_left_open” -

informing the state of all doors to the microcontroller.  
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When the “all_right_open” is HIGH, all the doors on the right side of the train is open, and 

when the signal is LOW, all the doors on the train’s right side will be closed. The same logic 

applies to the signal “all_left_open”. The following logic is implemented to achieve 

synchronization in all doors. 

 
Input signal(s):  right_open, right_close, left_open, left_close 

Output signal(s): all_right_open, all_left_open 

 

FR.6: “Doors are locked at all times when the train is moving” 

 

An automatic signal called “door_lock” is enforced to enable door locking each time the 
train_in_motion signal is set to HIGH. Also as default, the “door_lock” is set to HIGH when 
there is no signal coming from “door_open” or “door_close”. This is an automatic safety 
feature to ensure doors would not be opened when the train is moving at a high speed. 

 
Input signal(s): train_in_motion, door_open,door_close 

Output signal(s): door_lock 

 

FR.7: “The system is able to detect and react safely towards abnormal behaviour of doors” 

 

This system is two pronged:   

1) Recognition of doors behaving unnaturally:    

If there is an object obstructing the door upon closing, mechanical system imparts 
more pressure than usual to close the doors. Henceforth, a threshold pressure value is set to 
monitor pressure levels in the mechanical system. Any pressure above this threshold value, 
the signal “door_stuck” is produced. 

2) Safe reaction towards the said behaviour. 

If   “door_stuck” is high, an interrupt signal is generated that can temporarily open 
the doors of the train on that side and override the “all_left_close”/”all_right_close” signal.  
A “warning_on” signal (refer FR.10) is generated to warn passengers in audio to allow the 
doors close properly.  After that, ““all_left_close/all_right_close” ” signal is automatically 
set to high again in an attempt close the doors the second time. 

 
Input signal(s): “door_stuck” 

Output signal(s): “all_left_close”, “all_right_close, “warning_on” 
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FR.8: Emergency system/error handling  
 

Emergency system is designed to ensure the safety of the train and the passenger in general. 

This system is triggered by internal and external factors. Internal factors consist of increasing 

temperature above threshold value, engine breakdown, and losing contact with/from the 

control tower. Meanwhile the external factor is simply from the emergency buttons installed 

in the train. This emergency buttons are accessible to both passenger and train commando in 

case if unforeseen emergency stop is required, such as train-hijack, a person detected on the 

train track, and others. When any of these factors are triggered, a signal “notify_emergency” 

is being sent to the system, and an “emergency” signal is sent out to other system (see FR.9) 

for further relevant actions. 

 
Input signal(s): “notify_emergency” 

Output signal(s): “emergency” 

 

FR.9: “Brakes are applied when the train is stationary as default, during the event of unusual door 

behaviour, and during emergencies” 

 

The braking systems of the train are employed in a way that brakes_on signal are enabled as 
DEFAULT whenever the train is stationary. After the doors are closed and locked, 
(“door_close” is high and “door_lock” is high”) then only the brakes can be released.  
brakes_on can also be requested whenever the following happens: 

● In the circumstance where there is an attempt to open the doors when the train is 
moving i.e  that a) train_in_motion signal is HIGH  AND  b) all_open is detected. 

● In the circumstance where there is an obstruction of the door upon closing. This 
case could happen when “door_stuck” signal is initiated. 

● In the circumstance where the “emergency” signal is initiated. 
 
Input signal(s): door_close, door_lock, train_in_motion, all_left_open, all_right_open, 

door_stuck,emergency 

Output signal(s): brakes_on 

 

FR.10: PA system to announce station arrival and send warnings/alerts/door closing warning sound 
 

For security propose, a warning sound is to make the passengers aware of the door situation. 

The warning sound will turn on before the door_open or door_close signal is issued, and it will 

turn off when the door is fully opened or closed.  

A signal warning_on is also generated by the PA system. This signal is initiated when there is 

obstruction (refer FR.7) when the door attempts to close. 

 

Output signal(s): warning_on, warning_sound  
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FR.11: Temperature regulator system 

 

A temperature input ensures Air Conditioner or Heater to adjust the temperatures to a 

comfort zone. In the summer, AC control signal is on, when the indoor temperature is greater 

than preset temperature TS1, AC_ON is 1, when the temperature is lower than preset 

temperature TS2, AC_ON is 0; In the winter, Heater control is on, when the indoor 

temperature is lower than the preset value TW1, Heater_ON is 1, when the temperature is 

higher than the preset value TW2, Heater_ON is 1. 

 

Input signal(s): AC, Heater, temp 

Output signal(s): AC_ON, Heater_ON; 

 

 

3. State-diagram  
 

 

Figure 3: State diagram representation of the train control system 

 

N.B. Further changes will be made as the project progresses.  
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4. Hardware Requirements  
 

To implement our train system we will use a McGumps circuit board consisting of a 6.5 inch by 

6 inch 2-layer printed circuit board layer (PCB) that provides the platform for interface and 

power connections to both the MSP430 MCU chip and the MAX7128AE PLD. The hardware 

features of McGumps include: 

• Power supply +5V DC jack and connector terminal input 

• RSR232 interface  

• Smart Card Media socket  

• Hex Display  

• iButton clip  

• 8MHz crystal and 32.768KHz crystal  

• 40MHz oscillator  

• MSP430F149 MCU  

• MAX7128AE PLD  

• Serial communication interface  

• Parallel port interface  

• Headers 

– 2X10 headers for connection to PLD and HEX display 

– Shrouded straight 40-pin header for connection to the daughter card 

 

What follows is a brief description of the board components instrumental to the operation of 

our system:  

 

MAX7128AE PLD 

 

The MAX7128AE PLD has 68 I/O pins which will be used to implement the functional 

requirements of our train system. They will facilitate communication between the software 

component of our system and the processing unit of our system. To make our system robust, 

we will take advantage of the fact that output ports can be designed with up to 6 output 

enable signals. These will enable us to handle catch erroneous commands (such as a door 

open command when the train is moving).  

RS-232C 

The RS-232C line will be used as the interface between the CPU terminal and the MSP430. 

This will be implemented through a PC HyperTerminal that we will connect to the McGumps 

board over the RS-232 serial line(s). Our implementation of the head subway car will include 

the microcontroller circuitry of the McGumps board, and will also use the RS-232 interface to 

communicate with other components of the system. The other subway car will be identical to 

the head subway car, except it will not have the microcontroller circuitry.  

MSP430F149 
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The  MSP430F149 is the central processing unit which will execute the instructions. It has a 

clock rate which can be set by the user. Our clock rate will be set to 8GHz.  

MSP430 Bootstrap Loader 

The bootstrap loader provides a means for communication between the systems user and 

memory embedded within the MSP430 microcontroller, an essential link for successful 

operation of the system.  

5. Software requirements 
 

5.1 Operating System (OS) 
For a better performance and since Quartus II and CrossStudio require a specific OS, we will 

be using Windows 7 as the host machine operating system. 

5.2 Quartus II 
This software tool which is developed by Altera will be used to write our VHDL code, compile 

it and debug it. Chips on the McGumps like board like FPGA will have to be uploaded with our 

code using Quartus II software. 

 

5.3 CrossStudio 
CrossStudio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that we are going to use to 

create code and to install it into the AVR microcontroller board. CrossStudio runs on 

Wiondows and is used to generate the required files for simulation and the compiled code. 

CrossStudio creates both object and image files. The Image file (with extention .hzx) is 

converted to the specific format supported by the microprocessor we are going to use.  The 

object file (with extention .hzo) is used by the simulator, which will model the behavior of 

the code submitted on the target processor. Simulation will help analysing the behavior of the 

program to easily detect unexpected results. 

CrossStudio is mainly used to create the C programing language code which will be used by 

the board. As well as providing a programming environment, CrossStudio also provides a fully 

funtional simulation along with a debugger which makes it a feasible tool to use in our 

project. 

 

5.4 Programing Languages 
To implement this project, the code will mainly consist of C and VHDL programming 

languages. 
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